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A NOTE ON POLYNOMIAL OPERATOR APPROXIMATION

R. R. SMITH AND J. D. WARD

Abstract. An example is given of an operator T contained in a block-diagonal

algebra of operators tf, an ideal J C Ii and an infinite set of polynomials l.'P for which

there is a K £ J satisfying \\ p(T + K)\\tj= \\ p(T + K)\\d/J for any finite subset of

c.'Pbut for which there is no K G J satisfying \\ p(T + K)\\lj= \\ p(T + K)\\á/J for

all p e '.'?. This sheds some light on a well-known question of C. Olsen.

In her work on compact perturbations of operators Olsen [3] proposed (and solved

in various special cases) the following problem: given T E B(H) and a polynomial

p(x) does there exist a compact operator K so that || p(T + K)\\ = II p(T)\\e, where

II • \\e denotes the norm in the Calkin algebra? This question was taken up for a

C*-algebra with a closed ideal by Akemann and Pedersen [1] where it was shown

that perturbations can be chosen to given equality for the polynomial x". A

counterexample was given for the polynomial x2 — x in the algebra C[0,1] of

continuous functions on the unit interval. The purpose of this note is to give an

example of a C*-algebra A, an ideal /, an infinite collection of polynomials and an

operator T E A so that a perturbation may be found for any finite number of the

polynomials, but no perturbation exists for all of the polynomials simultaneously.

Let Sn be the upper triangular n X n matrix with Ts on and above the main

diagonal. It is easy to see that powers of Sn axe also upper triangular and are

constant on the diagonals. Let a\r) denote the (1, /) entry of (S„)r. The following

lemma will be useful in evaluating a\r).

Lemma 1. 2£Li/* is a polynomial ßk(m) in m whose leading term is (k + l)~lmk+i.

Proof. Since 2£Lii = m(m + l)/2, the result is true for k = 1. Assume the result

for k < r — I and consider the identity

m-\

mr+l-l=   2   [(l+/),+ I-/r+1]-

;=i

Expansion of ( 1 + /' )r+ ' combined with the induction hypothesis results in

m-\

w'+i - 1 = (r+ 1)  2 ir + q(m)
i=i
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where q(m) is a polynomial of degree r. Add (r + l)mr to both sides to obtain

m

2 ir =(r+ 1)~V+I - (r + l)~'[l + q(m) - (r + l)mr],
i=\

and the induction step is proved.

Lemma 2. For r > 2, a'r) « obtained by evaluating at x = I a polynomialpr(x) whose

leading term is xr~x/(r — l)\.

Proof. To begin the induction argument observe that a\2) = I, 1 < K n, and so

p2(x) = x. Now assume the truth of the lemma for all integers less than or equal to r

and write

r-\

Pr(x) =   2  K.rX'
i = Q

where Xr_ Xr = l/(r - 1)!. It follows from the identity (S„)r+ ' = (Sn)rS„ that

<+,,=    2<> =    Î     2Krk'
k=\ k=\  (=0

/■-1  / </ \ r-1

= 2 k.,2*''  = 2 KM«)
, = () \ k=\       I i = 0

by Lemma 1. Then a<r+l> is given by evaluation of the polynomial pr+l(jc) =

2-=(JX, rßj(x). The degree of/>r+ ,(x) is r and the leading term is Xr_x rxr/r, which is

xr/r!. '

Lemma 3. For each fixed positive integer r > 2,

„, ,. Il(5jr||      (2r-ir'/2

Proof. Let {x,}"=| be the n rows of (Sn)r and let y be a unit vector in C" at which

(Sn)r attains its norm. The entries of y may be taken as nonnegative since the entries

of (SnY axe nonnegative. The ith entry of (Sn)ry is (x,, y) and so

1/2

SJU = ll(SL)'y|| = Í 2 <x,,y> j

In \ 1/2       /   n

<    2 Hx,-ll2llyll2       =    2 llx.-ll2       <«1/2Hx,
/=i / \/=i

since ||x,|| < ||x, || for 1 < i < n. Consequently

\\(Sny\\2<n2W)2 = nZ(pr(i))2,
i=\ 1=1

and this in turn is a polynomial in n whose leading term is n2r/(r — l)!2(2r — 1)

from Lemmas 1 and 2. It follows that (1) holds.
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Lemma 4. Let T be an operator whose numerical range W( T ) contains 0 and let D be

an operator satisfying 0 < D «£ /. Then, for all X E C.

iiA + z>r£>ii ^ iix + rn.

Proof. Let 6 be a state on B(H) satisfying 6(T) = 0, and define a completely

positive unital map ^: B(H) - B(H) by ^(X) = 6(X)(1 - D2) + DXD. Then

||^|| = 1 and xP(X + T) = X + DTD. It follows that, for all X G C, IIX + DTD\\ <

IIX+ 7*||.
It is now possible to describe the example mentioned above. Let Mn denote the

n X n matrix algebra and let A be the C*-algebra ®^=XM„, which can be viewed as

block-diagonal operators on a separable Hubert space. Elements of A may be

written T — ©^1 xTn where it is understood that Tn E Mn. Let J denote the ideal of

compact block-diagonal operators. For an operator T E A its norm in the quotient

space will be denoted by II T || e, and its image under the quotient map by 7.

Recall the definition of the matrix S„, and define T = (&%LxS„/n E A. It follows

from Lemma 3 that ||Fr|l(, < (2r - Xyx/2/(r - l)\ and so

lim(||7'|lg)'A<lim  ^ ~ 1} '^ = 0.
'-« '-« ((r- I)!)'7'

Therefore f is quasinilpotent.

Let Pn E M„ be the projection all of whose entries are l/n, and write P — ©^= ,F„

E A. Then P and Re(7") are equal and so the numerical range W(f) of Flies in the

right half-plane.

Theorem 1. Given any finite number, qx(x),.. .,q¡(x), of polynomials from either of

the collections (x": n> 1} or [x + X: X E C) there exists an element K E J so that

lk,(r)iif= ii^r+A:)!!,     i <i<i.

However, no such K exists for which equality holds simultaneously for all of these

polynomials.

Proof. First choose Kx EJ so that ||X + (T + Kx)\\ = ||X + T\\e for all X G C

[5, Theorem 1.2, Corollary 1.3]. For a fixed integer n there exists C G J so that

0< C^/and \\[(T+ KX)(I - C)]r\\ = \\Tr\\e for 1 < r < « [1, Theorem 3.7]. The

element C in the proof of this theorem is constructed from any quasicentral

approximate identity of J. In this case a diagonal approximate identity may be

chosen which is constant on the blocks and so (I — C) commutes with (T + Kx).

Write D = (I - C)W2, 0 *£ D < /, and observe that D(T + KX)D is a compact

perturbation of T by some K EJ. Then

\\(T+ K)r\\ = \\[D(T+Kx)D]r\\ = ||[(r+Ä-,)(l - C)]"II = 117""II«

for 1 < r < n.

The operator T is essentially quasinilpotent, by construction, and so 0 G

W(T+ Kx). By Lemma 4

IIX + (T+ K)\\ = HX + D(T+ KX)D\\ < ||X + (T + Kx)\\ = HX + 7*11,
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and inequality in the opposite direction is immediate. Thus, for any finite collection

of polynomials, the existence of an appropriate K E J is established.

Suppose, on the other hand, that there exists K E J so that

||ri£,= ||(7+ A)r|l,       r>l,

and

||7+X||,= 117+ K + X\\,       XgC.

This would imply that T + K is quasinilpotent and that W(T + K) = WC(T)

[6,Theorem 4] and hence lies in the right half-plane. If 7+ A is written ®^=xRn,

then each Rn is nilpotent and each W(R„) lies in the right half-plane. Thus, for each

n, 0 is on the boundary of the numerical range of the nilpotent matrix Rn. Thus Rn

is identically zero [2, Theorem 2], which is impossible since T + K is a compact

perturbation of the noncompact operator 7. This contradiction completes the proof.
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